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Abstract: In this paper, a design technique for constructing a renewable-energy-based power system
based on a customer’s power load is proposed. The proposed design technique adopts a second
renewable energy power source in charge of the base load and is an improved method of the
referenced studies with one type of renewable energy power source. In this proposed method, fuel
cells are adopted as the base power source, and PV (photovoltaic) power generation and an ESS
(energy storage system) are adopted as the power generation sources that supply the middle-load and
peak-load power. When the fuel cell is applied as a base power source through the method designed
in this study, a cost reduction of approximately 30.03% is expected, compared to a system that does
not use a base power source. In addition, the criteria for securing a system’s power supply stability
and the economics when fuel cells are adopted are analyzed in terms of the system’s installation cost.

Keywords: capacity planning; PV and ESS; fuel cell; base load powers; residential and industrial areas

1. Introduction

Government strategies to encourage the use of various types of renewable energy to solve global
warming and environmental problems are being developed around the world, and a microgrid
system that supplies power to a small area has been introduced for the spread of renewable energy.
Microgrids using renewable energy resources are increasingly in use, and various design techniques to
optimize the facility capacity of the microgrid components (photovoltaic power generation and an
energy storage system) have been proposed in many papers [1–10]. In most papers, PV (photovoltaic)
power generation or wind power generation was adopted as the main energy source of the microgrid
system, and an ESS (energy storage system) was added to increase the utilization rate of the renewable
energy. Studies on independent microgrids for islands or isolated areas were initially conducted.
Currently, much research is being conducted to apply microgrids to not only isolated areas but also
non-isolated areas [11,12]. We had previously suggested an optimal design method for the facility
capacity of microgrids using the loads and load patterns of non-isolated areas. This study aims
to improve the feasibility and completeness of the proposed microgrid design by improving the
technique [9]. In the referenced study, a self-contained microgrid supplied the customer’s power load
using only PV power generation and an ESS without receiving energy from electrical power systems.
In such a self-contained microgrid, a stable power supply is the top priority [9,13–16]. However, PV
power generation is affected by the weather and the limited daytime hours, and the stability of the
power supply is relatively poor.
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In fact, in microgrids that use PV power as a major energy supply source, there are many cases in
which a diesel generator is adopted as a spare power supply source to handle the customer load [17–24].
Recently, there are many microgrids that use a fuel cell as a spare power supply instead of a diesel
generator due to environmental issues [25–29].

In this study, we adhere to the concept of the referenced study, which is a stand-alone,
microgrid-oriented renewable energy. A renewable energy source (fuel cell) that can be operated for
24 h was added to increase the stability of the power supply. We analyzed and proposed the facility
capacity design criteria for three types of renewable energy sources (PV, fuel cell, and ESS) based on
the facility cost.

Fuel cells, a new renewable energy source, provide a stable power supply [30,31] but are very
expensive compared to PV generation, so they are mainly used to support the minimum base load of
customers. However, it is necessary to increase the proportion of the fuel cell capacity in the facility to
increase the stability of the power supply system. Therefore, we presented a criterion to determine
the adopted cost to ensure the competitiveness of fuel cells compared with other energy resources
(PV and ESS) when increasing the facility capacity.

2. Design of a System without Base Generation (Referenced Study)

In the referenced study, the capacities of solar power generation and the ESS system were designed
considering the load pattern and energy independence rate of the rural area [9]. The method of
designing the capacity of PV power generation and ESS devices was as follows.

2.1. Capacity Design of PV Generation Systems

The basic PV power generation capacity (PV0) is calculated as shown in (1) by considering the
annual average power consumption (Pyear), average daily sunlight time (Tas), inverter efficiency (Ie f f ),
and cable loss (CL). Equation (2) shows the process of converting (1) to the average daily power
consumption (Pday) by dividing the annual average power consumption (Pyear) by 365 days [9].

PV0 =
Pyear

365× Tas × Ie f f × (1−CL)
[kW] (1)

PV0 =
Pday

Tas × Ie f f × (1−CL)
[kW] (2)

When trying to operate a PV power generation system with ESS devices, the appropriate capacity
of the PV power generation facility (PVE) is calculated as shown in (3), considering the charge loss
(ECL) and discharge loss (EDL) of the ESS device. Because we will adopt a PV power generation system
with an ESS device, in this paper, the PV power generation system (PVE) will be defined as a system
with an ESS device [9].

PVE =
PV0

(1− ECL) × (1− EDL)
[kW] (3)

2.2. Capacity Design of the ESS Systems

The capacity of the ESS was first calculated by considering the daily power generation of the PV
system, inverter efficiency, depth of discharge (EDOD), and state of charge (ESOC) of the ESS. These were
calculated by excluding the amount of set-off power (PCT). Therefore, the final equation for the ESS
capacity calculation can be expressed as (4) [9].

ESS0 =
PVE × Tas

Ie f f × EDOD × ESOC
− PCT [kWh] (4)
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CCTP =
PCT
Pday

(5)

In (4), the set-off power (PCT) is calculated by subtracting the amount of power generated by
photovoltaic power from the amount of power consumed during the same period of the day. The set-off

power (PCT) refers to the amount of PV generated power that is directly supplied to customers
(target area) as it is generated. It could be expressed as (5), which also refers to the self-sufficiency rate
of the PV power generation system built in the target area. In addition, it is advantageous in terms of
cost reduction because it is possible to reduce the capacity of the ESS as much as the amount of set-off

power (PCT).
Figure 1 shows the daily load pattern and daily PV power generation in the targeted region of

this study. PCT is illustrated as the yellow area where the two graphs overlap. The PCT is 1038 kWh,
which is calculated as 47% of the total load amount of 2197 kWh. In this study, when the actual
calculation is done with CCTP, it would be substituted as 0.47.
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CCTP would be further applied to the equations as 0.47 in this study.

ESS0 =
PVE × Tas

Ie f f × EDOD × ESOC
−CCTP · Pday [kWh]

ESS0 =
PVE × Tas

Ie f f × EDOD × ESOC
− 0.47Pday [kWh]

(6)

Equations (1)–(6) are the results of the referenced study, but we would like to summarize some
equations once again for the economic analysis in this study. This is not a new calculation or analysis
of the existing equation but a brief reorganization of the relationship between the capacity of the PV
power generation system and the capacity of the ESS system. First, (3) is reorganized for the average
daily power consumption (Pday) using (2), as shown in (7) [9].

Pday = PVE
{
Tas × Ie f f × (1−CL) × (1− ECL) × (1− EDL)

}
[kWh] (7)
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Equation (6) is rearranged to (8) using (7). The relationship between the capacity of the ESS system
and the capacity of the solar power generation system can be summarized as (9). The remaining,
excluding ESS0 and PVE in (9), are treated as an arbitrary constant (C0), which can be organized as (10)
in which C0 could be defined as (11).

Equations (9) and (10), which reorganize the capacity of the ESS system (ESS0) using the capacity
of the PV power generation system (PVE), are used in the economic analysis in Section 4.

ESS0 =
PVE × Tas

Ie f f × EDOD × ESOC
−CCTP · PVE

{
Tas × Ie f f × (1−CL) × (1− ECL) × (1− EDL)

}
[kWh] (8)

ESS0 =

{
Tas

Ie f f × EDOD × ESOC
−CCTP · Tas × Ie f f × (1−CL)

}
PVE [kWh] (9)

ESS0 = C0 · PVE [kWh] (10)

C0 =

{
Tas

Ie f f × EDOD × ESOC
−CCTP · Tas × Ie f f × (1−CL)

}
(11)

3. Design of the System with Base Generation (Proposed Study)

3.1. Improvements in Approach

Because the system design method proposed in the referenced study is highly dependent on PV
power generation with a nonuniform amount of daily power generation, an improved system design
method was proposed to stably supply power to a minimum customer load. Figure 2 is a flowchart of
the system design method proposed in this study. The design method presented in the flow chart is
as follows.

(1) Select the target area where the power generation system will be installed.
(2) Collect the basic data, such as the amount of sunlight and average daily load (Pday) in the

target area.
(3) Calculate the annual minimum load (Pmin) as the base load using the collected load data.
(4) Calculate the capacity of the base power source (F0) to supply power to the annual minimum

load (Pmin) and the daily base power production (Pbase). At this time, the capacity is determined
larger than the annual minimum load (Pmin), and with the minimum capacity in the rated power
product. Since the fuel cell, which is the base power source, can be operated with the same output
all day, the daily base power production (Pbase) can be obtained by multiplying the capacity of the
base power source (F0) by 24 h.

(5) Calculate the middle and peak loads (Premain) by excluding as much as possible the daily base
power production (Pbase) from the average daily load (Pday). Middle and peak loads are powered
by photovoltaic and energy storage devices.

(6) Collect details of the system components (inverter, cable, electrical energy storage, etc.).
(7) Calculate the daily photovoltaic power production (PV0) by using the median and peak loads

(Premain) and the previously collected details of the system components.
(8) Calculate the photovoltaic generation capacity (PVE) and the energy storage capacity (ESS0).

The design method is generally similar to that of the referenced study but differs in whether or
not the base load (Pmin) is considered in the design process. Processes (3)–(5) in the red box of the flow
chart is a newly proposed process in this study; the equation of Case (1) in Process (7) is used because
the base power production exists. However, the design process in the referenced study jumps directly
from Process (2) to Process (6) because the base load (Pmin) is not considered. The equation of Case (2)
in Process (7) is used in the referenced study.
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3.2. Power Load of the Target Area (Customer)

The target area (customer) in this study is an industrial complex consisting of two factories and
a rural village (residential area). Rural villages are mostly households, and the two factories that
make up the industrial complex are manufacturers of agricultural machinery and blowers, respectively.
Rural villages and industrial complexes are located in the southern area in Korea; however, they are
apart from each other, and the power systems of the two areas are not interconnected. The approximate
location of the target area is near 34◦59′07.5” N and 126◦40′55.0” E. However, in this study, it is assumed
that two areas (customers) are connected for the design analysis of the proposed system. Because the
range of load fluctuations during the day in rural villages (blue line in Figure 3) is relatively small,
when the base loads are excluded, there are practically few parts for an optimization design. Therefore,
the optimization design was performed after increasing the fluctuations by adding the load (red line in
Figure 3) of the industrial complex area.
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Figure 3. Hourly power load of the residential and industrial complexes in a year (cumulative amount).

The monthly power consumption for the two target areas is shown in Table 1 and plotted in
Figure 4 to identify the customer’s power consumption. The power consumption data were collected
for one year from June 2019 to May 2020. During this period, industrial complexes used 376,821 kWh
and rural villages used 425,034 kWh. The total power consumption was 801,855 kWh and the average
daily power consumption was 2197 kWh.

Table 1. Monthly power consumption of the target areas.

Period
Load Residential Area

(kWh)
Industrial Complexes

(kWh)
Total

(kWh)

June 2019 28,495 32,370 60,865

July 2019 35,531 33,268 68,799

August 2019 39,920 27,648 67,568

September 2019 33,889 28,589 62,478

October 2019 35,505 41,842 77,347

November 2019 38,139 26,063 64,202

December 2019 40,964 33,718 74,682

January 2020 40,086 35,456 75,542

February 2020 35,819 38,096 73,915

March 2020 36,460 30,136 66,596

April 2020 32,823 26,165 58,988

May 2020 27,403 23,472 50,875

Total 425,034 376,821 801,855

Monthly Average 35,420 31,402 66,821

Daily Average 1164 1032 2197
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Figure 4. Average monthly power load of the residential area and industrial complexes.

3.3. Design of the Base Generation Capacity

The base load of the target areas was calculated as the lowest load, 32.28 kW, by analyzing the
power consumption of the industrial complexes and the residential area at the same time during the
past year. The base load is powered using a fuel cell with a high power supply stability. For a fuel cell
to supply as much power as the base load for 24 h, it must have a power generation capacity greater
than or equal to the base load; therefore, the fuel cell system with a rated capacity of 35 kW, which is
greater than the base load, was adopted as the base power source. This base power source will provide
840 kWh of electricity per day (24 h).

Pmin = 32.28 [kW]

F0 = 35 [kW]

Pbase = F0 × 24 = 840 [kWh]

3.4. Capacity Design of the PV Power Generation System and ESS

The power of the middle and peak loads is supplied by the PV power generation and the ESS,
excluding the base load supplied to the fuel cell. In this subsection, the capacity of the PV power
generation and ESS responsible for the middle and peak loads are designed. The design method is the
same as the referenced research method. The capacity of the PV power generation is calculated using
(1) to (3), and the capacity of the ESS is calculated using (4).

Because the average daily power load is 2197 kWh, it is sufficient to construct a PV power
generation facility for the remaining power load (Premain) of 1357 kWh, excluding the daily base power
generation (Pbase) of the fuel cell, which is 840 kWh. The PV power generation capacity (PV0) calculated
using (2) was 398.99 kWh. From the referenced work, the average daily sunlight time (Tas) was 3.56 h,
the inverter efficiency (Ie f f ) was 96.5%, and the cable loss (CL) was 1%.

The capacity of the PV power generation system was calculated by reflecting the loss of the ESS
device to design the capacity of power systems with the PV module and ESS. The charge loss (ECL)
and discharge loss (EDL) of the ESS device were applied as 6% and 4%, respectively, to add a margin to
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the power generation capacity. Equation (3) was used in the calculation process, and the scale of the
PV facility was adjusted to 442.15 kW.

The daily generation amount of the PV power generation system, the inverter efficiency (Ieff),
and the charge/discharge depth (ESOC and EDOD) of the ESS device were considered when calculating
the capacity of the ESS with (4). The inverter efficiency (Ie f f ) was 96.5%, the charge depth (ESOC) was
90%, the discharge depth (EDOD) was 90%, and the set-off power factor (CCTP) was 0.47. The capacity
of the ESS was designed as 1375.96 kWh.

All capacities of the PV, ESS, and fuel cell were derived using the system design method proposed
in this study, and three energy sources were plotted in one graph. Figure 5 shows the portion of each
power generation source (PV, ESS, and fuel cell) that were in charge of the day loads. The black line on
the graph indicates the hourly average load, and the area under the black line is equal to the average
daily load of 2197 kWh. The base power source (fuel cell) is installed with a rated capacity of 35 kW
and produces an average of 840 kWh per day, which is 38.23% of the average daily load of 2197 kWh.
PV and ESS are in charge of the remaining power to supply for the middle and peak loads at 1357 kWh.
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3.5. Comparison of System Design of Referenced and Current Study

In this subsection, the design capacities of a system without a base power source (referenced
study) and a system with a base power source (this study) were compared. The capacity of the system
with a base power source had already been calculated (Section 3.3 and 3.4), and the result of the system
design without a base power source is presented in Table 2 below. The power generation capacity of a
system without a base power source was calculated by substituting the figures of the variables into
the design method of the referenced study presented in Section 2, and the same figures presented in
Section 3 were applied.
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Table 2. Results of the system design according to the presence or absence of a base power source.

Power Generation
Referenced Research
(Without Base Load
Power Generation)

Current Research
(With Base Load

Power Generation)

PV (PVE) 715.84 kW 442.15 kW

ESS (ESS0) 2227.70 kWh 1375.96 kWh

Fuel cell (F0) - 35.00 kW

In Table 2, it can be seen that the capacity of the PV power generation system and the ESS was
greatly reduced owing to the adoption of a base power source. The capacity of PV generation systems
with an irregular power supply capability was reduced by adopting a base power source, and the
reliability of the power supply to the system was improved compared to the referenced design method.
However, fuel cells, which are applied as the base power sources, are very expensive. Therefore, in the
next section, the two system design methods in terms of system component costs are analyzed, and a
criterion for adopting the design method according to the system component costs is proposed.

4. Economic Analysis

In this section, an economic feasibility analysis was conducted according to the adoption of the base
power source. Table 3 lists the unit cost of each facility element required for the economic analysis [32].
The unit cost presented in Table 3 is generally used for the cost estimation of systems according to
the presence or absence of a base power source. For the MRO (management, repair, and operation),
the cost scenario should include the operation cost in addition to the initial installation cost.

Table 3. Unit cost by system components.

Component Unit Cost

PV generation system 1083 $/kW

ESS 450 $/kWh

Fuel cell generation system 4167 $/kW

4.1. Cost Calculation of the System Designed with a Base Generation Power Source (Proposed Study)

For a system with a base power source, the capacity of the fuel cells was set as 35 kW. The capacities
of the PV power generation system and the ESS were set as 442.15 kW and 1375.96 kWh, respectively.
Therefore, the total system cost was estimated to be USD 1,243,874.70 when the unit cost for each
system component shown in Table 4 was applied.

Table 4. Cost of the system designed with a base generation power source.

Component Unit Price Installation Capacity Cost (USD)

PV (PVE) 1083 $/kW 442.15 kW 478,846.93

ESS (ESS0) 450 $/kWh 1375.96 kWh 619,182.77

Fuel cell (F0) 4167 $/kW 35.00 kW 145,845.00

Total 1,243,874.70

4.2. Cost Comparison (Economic Analysis)

By comparing the system cost according to the presence or absence of a base power source in
Figure 6, it was estimated that the cost of a system with a base power source would be USD 533,849.15,
cheaper than that of a system without a base power source, resulting in a cost reduction of about 30.03%.
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Even though the fuel cell, which is a rather expensive power source, was used as the base power
source in this study, improved economic feasibility was obtained compared to the referenced design
method. However, the design method proposed in this study cannot always secure superior economic
efficiency over the referenced design method. There will be fluctuations in the results of the economic
analysis based on differences in the types of base power sources and the unit cost. In other words,
if the unit price of the base power source is too high, then a design method that does not take the
base power source may be more favorable in terms of economics. Therefore, we propose criteria for
deciding whether to adopt a base power source in the system design according to the unit cost.

Equations (9) and (10) reorganize the capacity of the ESS as the capacity of the PV power
generation system.

To analyze the relationships between the system components, the rest of the variables except for
the variables related to the power generation source in (9) are treated as constants. Other variables,
except those related to the power generation source, such as ESS0 and PVE, are also treated as constants
using the figures presented in Section 2, thus forming (12).

ESS0 =
{ 3.56

0.965× 0.9× 0.9
− 0.47× 3.56× 0.965× (1− 0.01)

}
PVE [kWh]

ESS0 = 2.96PVE [kWh]
(12)

From (12), we can see that the capacity of the ESS is presented as 2.96 times the PV power
generation capacity regardless of the magnitude of the power load. In addition, this ratio is the same
regardless of whether the base power source is adopted.

We will derive the criteria for deciding whether to adopt the base power source into the system
design based on the unit cost of the base power source. If the total system capacity is 1, then the base
load (A) and remaining load (B), excluding the base load, can be expressed as (13), in which the base
load (A) and remaining load (B) are ratio values rather than actual capacity values.

A + B = 1 (13)

The system unit cost of the base power source (fuel cell) is expressed as x, the PV power system
unit price is expressed as y, and the ESS unit price is expressed as z. The cost of a system without a
base power source is expressed as C1, and the cost of a system with a base power source is expressed
as C2. Using the variables defined above, (12), (13), and C1 can be expressed as (14). Here, α is a value
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for correcting A and B, defined as a ratio, and is an arbitrary constant to determine the actual capacity
of A and B.

C1 = (A + B)α · y + 2.96(A + B)α · z (14)

The cost of a system with a base power source C2 can be expressed as (15).

C2 = A · α · x + B · α · y + 2.96B · α · z (15)

To analyze the economic feasibility according to the presence or absence of a base power source,
we attempted to find a branch point where the two systems have the same cost; that is, C1 and C2 are
the same.

C1 = C2

This can be expressed as follows from (14) and (15).

(A + B)α · y + 2.96(A + B)α · z = A · α · x + B · α · y + 2.96B · α · z

(A + B)y + 2.96(A + B)z = A · x + B · y + 2.96B · z

The above equation can be summarized simply as (16).

x = y + 2.96z (16)

From (16), it can be seen that when the unit cost of a base power source (fuel cell) is equal to
the sum of the unit cost of the PV and 2.96 times the unit cost of ESS, the costs of adopting and not
adopting the base power source are the same. Because it is advantageous to adopt a base power source
for the stability of the system’s power supply, it is recommended to adopt a base power source if the
unit cost of the base power source is equal to or less than y + 2.96z. In other words, when a base power
source is adopted, the criterion for securing the system power supply stability and economic efficiency
can be presented as (17).

x ≤ y + 2.96z (17)

The value of C0, 2.96, is a variable value depending on the characteristics of the system components
(inverter, ESS, cable, etc.). However, it can be treated as a constant figure because the efficiency of the
inverter and the characteristics of the ESS are generally set as generalized and leveled values. If there
is a problem when this constant value is applied as 2.96, owing to technological or environmental
changes in the future, then it can be corrected by modifying the value of the constant (C0) using (11).

To visually see the condition of (17), a random variable was put into (17) and illustrated as a
graph, as shown in Figure 7. Because the x value must be smaller than y + 2.96z or the same in the
equation, the area under the group consisting of multiple points corresponds to the criterion. The base
power source has an advantageous condition in terms of economics when the x, y, and z values are
located within this area.
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5. Conclusions

Most of the systems with one type of renewable energy source consist of PV power generation and
an ESS. Although the ESS is used as an auxiliary device in a PV power system, since it lacks the ability
to generate constant power every day, there are obvious limitations to the stability of the power supply
because there may be a situation (e.g., the rainy season) where solar energy cannot be received for a
long period of time. In order to increase the stability of the power supply, it is essential to introduce a
second energy source that can always secure a constant amount of power generation. A second energy
source should be used as a base power source responsible for the minimum load in order to minimize
wasted power generation.

In this paper, a design technique for constructing a renewable energy-based power system based
on the customer’s power load was proposed. This design method introduces a second renewable
energy power generation source in charge of the base load by improving the referenced design method
with one type of renewable energy power source. The fuel cell was introduced as the base power
source, and the main power source was set as PV power generation and an ESS for the middle and
peak loads.

The average daily load of the area targeted in this study is 2197 kWh, and the minimum load is
32.28 kW in a year.

The capacity of the fuel cell was set to 35 kW, which is a rated capacity higher than the base load,
and the amount of daily power supplied by the fuel cell is 840 kWh. The capacity of the PV and ESS is
designed to supply power as much as 1357 kWh, which is middle and peak loads that the fuel cells
cannot supply. The designed capacities of the fuel cell (base power sources), PV power, and ESS were
set to 35 kW, 442.15 kW, and 1375.96 kWh, respectively. The total cost of the designed power generation
facility was estimated to be USD 1,243,874.70. It was determined that with using a base power source,
the cost would be lower than the system by a margin of USD 533,849.15. Moreover, it was calculated
that there would be a cost reduction of approximately 30.03%.

In conclusion, when x (the system unit cost of the base power source (fuel cell)) is equal to or less
than y (the PV power system unit price) + 2.96 z (the unit price of the ESS), the stability and economic
feasibility of a power system with a base power source are secured. It should be noted that the 2.96 of
the proposed criteria in this study is a value driven from a general PV system and its components’
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(inverter, ESS, etc.) condition. Therefore, this figure could be changed according to technological
advances or environmental changes. Equations (10) and (11) explain the elements that make up the
constant 2.96 and their correlation.

It would be possible to promote the supply of economically feasible renewable energy through
the proposed criterion of adopting a base power source and the system design method proposed in
this study. The unit cost of the ESS and fuel cells, which are still high, will gradually decrease with
the development of technology, which would also support the promotion of the spread of renewable
energy. The lowest load during the year should be determined as the base load with different seasonal,
monthly, and daily changes. It would then be necessary to calculate the capacity of the base power
source according to such changes for future works.
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